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Introduction 

Intellectual property (IP) reuse has been relied upon 
to abbreviate an opportunity to-market of a 
framework on-a-chip (SOC). This is especially 
imperative for customer situated installed processor-
based LSIs, where the item lineup assortment for 
different application areas is critical for the upper 
hand. This request has inspired many reviews on new 
outline strategy with IP reuse [1], [2]. Also, VSIA has 
been institutionalizing IP groups [3], and IP reuse is 
winding up noticeably broadly connected to real 
SOC outlines [4]. In any case, IP reuse has not been 
as fruitful as expected. 

In a genuine IP-reuse outline of SOC, postpone 
configuration is regularly the significant obstruction, 
in spite of the fact that it has not been viewed as 
much up until this point. This is on account of reused 
IP is frequently initially intended to meet more 
established execution necessities that are much 
lower than current prerequisites. Indeed, even a well-
delay- 

 

Advanced RTL would confront trouble when 
postpone imperatives are changed in view of 
changes in floor arrange, module design, library cell 
sets, and prepare parameters. Albeit current business 
rationale blend instruments have some rationale 
enhancement capacity, it is lacking for the 
progressions sketched out above. RTL frequently 
should be rebuilt by hand. 

Additionally, the way that most past plans depend on 
a two-stage timed outline makes the planning 
conclusion in IP reuse more troublesome. In two-
stage timed plan, defer conclusion was moderately 
simple to achieve using time acquiring, so two-stage 
timing has been broadly utilized for low-recurrence 
items. In any case, when such IP is reused for higher-
recurrence applications, numerous infringement 
might be spread on the retrogressive ways 
accordingly of time obtaining , and finding the 
genuine bottleneck ways end up plainly troublesome. 
Subsequently, hand-tuning the RTL for postpone 
takes a great deal of time and may bring about 
genuine bugs. In such cases, IP reuse is not 
compelling in diminishing the plan time frame. 

In this paper, we propose another RTL rebuilding 
strategy, called RTL transforming, which requires no 
manual rebuilding of the RTL and empowers genuine 
IP-reuse outline. 

RTL MORPHING 

The proposed RTL transforming gives a deferral 
advanced circuit  by  rebuilding  the  first RTL for 
given postpone imperatives before rationale 
amalgamation (Fig. 1), The way to RTL transforming 
is adaptable control of the profundity of the way. 
Another necessity is that the rebuilt result must be 
totally free of the first RTL structure. To meets these 
prerequisites, we built up another RTL rebuilding 
technique, which is clarified beneath. 

 

Abstract 

The proposed RTL transforming empowers genuine IP-reuse outline through adaptable control of the RTL 
structure under the adjustments in execution prerequisites or deferral limitations. This adaptable RTL 
rebuilding is given by a new way profundity controlling strategy, which can advance the profundity of any way 
by changing the if-then-else settling request of a fundamental rationale unit (called a choice unit). The 
utilization of RTL transforming lessens the plan time of an opportunity to-market constrained SoC of 4M 
transistors by two months with 18% working recurrence change. 
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          Fig. 1 RTL reuse in SOC with RTL morphing 

RTL Restructuring with decision unit 

Figure 2 demonstrates cases of how our RTL 
transforming controls way profundity. The length of 
every way is streamlined by changing the if-then-else 
settling request of the essential unit, which is alluded 
to as the choice unit. The preparatory proposition on 
controlling way length by utilizing such a choice unit 
(Figs. 2(a) and were effective for a straightforward 
tree-molded without fan out structure [5], [6]. 
Notwithstanding, these techniques were not 
compelling for most genuine outlines in which 
numerous ways are commonly tangled up in a net, 
since they can't diminish the profundity of at least 
two ways at the same time. We in this way built up 
another way profundity lessening method as 
appeared in Fig. 2(c). It can all the while diminish the 
quantity of phases of at least two ways, being fit for 
rebuilding genuine tangled-up nets 

 
   Fig. 2 Examples of path-depth control using a decision 
unit  

By utilizing this way profundity controlling technique, 
any sorts of RTL can be upgraded. In solid, in the first 
place, all rationales are changed over to blends of 
the choice unit (Fig. I). This transformation procedure 
is successful in improving firm or hard IP, which is 
given just in entryway level net list or in the format 

information. Next, under the given defer 
requirement, the bottleneck way is evaluated and 
reproduced into a way with littler stages by the 
change in Fig. 2. Through the reiteration of these 
strategies, RTL is improved so that the quantity of 
phases of every way is coordinated to its I/O 
postpone limitation. At long last, the rebuilt RTL is 
bolstered to a rationale combination instrument and 
the deferral improved circuit is orchestrated. We 
have actualized these methods in a mix of an in-
house device and a business union device. 

 Cases of RTL morphing  

The adaptable transforming ability is exhibited in a 
straightforward illustration, that is, RTL transforming 
from one RTL, for three sorts, of defer requirement 
(Fig. 3). In Fig. 3(a), the defer limitations of all info 
signs are the same. The quantity of the phases of all 
ways in RTL is in this manner similarly packed, and a 
circuit in which the profundity of all ways is likewise 
similarly diminished is gotten. In Fig. 3(b), a circuit in 
which the quantity of stages from info H is the littlest 
is integrated with no rebuilding to unique RTL, in 
light of the fact that unique RTL is now reasonable 
for the given postpone requirement. Conversely, in 
Fig. 3(c), where deferral of info an is the biggest, RTL 
is rebuilt into symmetrical one to unique RTL, and 
the integrated circuit is likewise symmetrical to that 
in Fig. 3(b).  

Furthermore, the reliance on the structure of the info 
RTL is frail when RTL transforming is connected. In 
the above cases, when RTL transforming is 
connected, similar outcomes are acquired regardless 
of the possibility that RTL in Figs. 3(a), (b), or (c) is 
contribution, rather than the first RTL. Figure 4 
demonstrates the outcome acquired from rebuilt RTL 
in Fig. 3(a) under the postpone limitations in Fig. 
3(b). With our new way profundity controlling 
strategy in Fig. 2(c), an indistinguishable outcome 
from in Fig. 3(b) is gotten disregarding the 
distinction between the structures of info RTLs and a 
similar circuit can be incorporated. 

This Flexible rebuilding ability of RTL transforming 
makes a critical distinction when the RTL measure 
turns out to be vast. Figure 5 looks at the conditions 
of postponement and way profundity on info RTL 
measure with and without RTL transforming. In this 
correlation, Outline Compiler (ver. 2000.05) from 
Synopsys was utilized for integrating the last circuit 
both with and without RTL transforming, and a 
similar defer enhancement alternatives were 
connected in rationale union. So the genuine 
distinction between these two is the utilization of RTL 
transforming before rationale union. At the point 
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when the RTL size is little, there is little distinction 
between these two. Nonetheless, when RTL estimate 
turns out to be substantial, the postponement and 
the way profundity of the incorporated circuit 
increment significantly without RTL transforming, 
despite the fact that the per user may expect such an 
advancement  should be possible effectively with just 
a regular amalgamation instrument. Conversely, 
when RTL transforming is connected, the conditions 
are constantly logarithmic in connection to enter RTL 
size, and  circuits  with littler deferral is gotten. 

Test Comes about  

RTL transforming is extremely viable in shortening 
the plan time of a genuine SOC, for instance, a LSI 
inserting a processor, which is intended for Web 
organizing and adjusted from the first outline of 
133MHz to 187MHz operation. The first IP was 
composed in light of two-stage timing. We have built 
up a static postpone count ability and a methods for 
basic way particular, which are successful for two-
stage timing. RTL transforming was connected to a 
few squares of irregular rationale in this SOC, where 
postpone change was emphatically required.  

Figure 6 demonstrates the most extreme recurrence 
with and without RTL transforming of the square that 
'restricted the greatest working recurrence of this 
SOC (Plan Compiler was again utilized). Amid the 
plan time frame, RTL was reexamined for a few times 
in view of utilitarian changes, bug fixes and execution 
tuning, so the most extreme recurrence shifted 
significantly, contingent upon the information. RTL 
quality, when RTL transforming is not connected. 
Around 500 ways stayed damaged even in the last 
form. To accomplish the objective recurrence of 1 
87MHz, an extra two months or more would be 
required without RTL transforming. Conversely, when 
RTL transforming is connected, the reliance of 
greatest recurrence on the nature of info RTL is littler. 
RTL transforming prevailing with regards to 
decreasing deferral by 18% and accomplishing 
187MHz operation (with no territory punishment) 
and meeting the plan due date.  

The better capacity than control the way profundity 
given by RTL transforming is shown in Figs. 7 and 8. 
These figures think about the slack dispersion and 
basic way of the last RTL adaptation of the piece 
appeared in Fig. 6. The way appeared in Fig. 8 is one 
of the basic ways, which conveys the bank control 
flag of the on-chip reserve memory. RTL 
transforming fundamentally lessens the quantity of 
phases of this way (by 36%) and enhances the 
deferral of the way from 3.57 to 2.91 ns. Every single 

damaged way  were expelled and 187MHz operation 
was refined.  

Figure 9 demonstrates a micrograph of this SOC, 
which incorporates processor, DSP, reserve memory, 
memory controller, and other fringe modules. This 
chip is made out of 4M transistors and was created 
utilizing the 0.18μ m CMOS prepare with five metal 
layers. The deliberate most extreme working 
recurrence of the chip indicated great concurrence 
with the outlined recurrence. 

Conclusion  

The proposed RTL transforming empowers genuine 
IP-reuse outline through its capable RTL reshaping 
ability, which will thusly give streamlined reuse-
based LSI plan. As the semiconductor business 
changes its concentration from PC-headed to 
computerized shopper apparatuses driven, 
innovation that enables a shorter time-to-market will 
be progressively vital. We trust our RTL transforming 
will have the capacity to meet these requests. 

 
Fig. 3 RTL morphing examples for three types of 
delay constraint 
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Fig. 4 Morphing result from restructured RTL of Fig. 
3(a) for constraint of Fig. 3(b) 

 
Fig. 5 Dependence of delay and path depth on size 
of input RTL (with and without RTL morphing) 

 
Fig. 6 Design period reduction with RTL morphing in 
a real processor design 

 

Fig. 7 Comparison of slack in final versions 

 
Fig. 8 Comparison of critical paths in final versions  
(with and without RTL morphing) 

 
Fig. 9 A micrograph of the fabricated chip 
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